Join the OTT Intern Team!

We’re looking for a few good interns!
Emory’s Office of Technology Transfer is recruiting interns

Who: Graduate Students, Postdocs, & Professional Students
* Must be pursuing or have received advanced degree in science or engineering. Students in professional programs must have a minimum of a bachelor’s degree in a life science, physical science and/or engineering

When: Fall 2022 – Summer 2023

Why: Technology transfer sits at the interface of academic research with intellectual property law, business development, and marketing. Learn more about all these and prepare for the next step of your career! Gain experience in the exciting worlds of technology transfer, marketing, commercialization, intellectual property management and licensing.

How: Visit the OTT website for additional details & apply by 7/30/2022
http://www.ott.emory.edu/about/intern.html or contact Sean Kim – hkim70@emory.edu

Join the OTT Intern Team!
How to Apply

1. **Talk to your adviser**

   OTT wants to ensure that both interns and their supervisors understand the time commitment and requirements of the program (8 to 10 hours each week). You are expected to complete your tasks by deadlines and participate in meetings.

2. **Send application to Sean Kim (hkim70@emory.edu) by July 30, 2022**

   **What you will send:**
   - Cover letter
   - Most recent resume or CV
   - One technical writing sample authored by you (any of the following)
     - Abstract of scientific publication
     - Grant proposal
     - Any writing sample demonstrating your written fluency in explaining scientific principles of research project and experimental results